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About This Game

- Tight, retro, arcade. You will control different kinds of fighters under inertia (in good and challenging ways), achieve the
highest score!

- Most importan 5d3b920ae0

Title: Space Gladiator
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Hermitown
Publisher:
Hermitown
Release Date: 16 Nov, 2018

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows® 7 / 8/ 10 (64-BIT Required)

Processor: Intel®
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Barebones shmup, no frills, easy thrills. Very similar to Bit Blaster. Awfully janky controls, on keyboard or via controller,
unfortunately. $3 may be too much if you're familiar with this genre; plenty of deeper shmups out there for better value. If this
is one of your first, however, or if you want to hand the controls off to other people at a house party, yeah, this'll do nicely..
Roguelike arena shooter whose only upgrades are the 4 ships you can unlock with the currency you are gathering during
gameplay. The good point is that it plays smoothely but without mouse support; this is not a twinstick shooter. Other upgrades
come in randomly as you kill baddies and roids and difficulty ramps up as you go. One of many bosses will come once you
reach a certain mark. well made i'd say. Ony one of the ships you unlock has an ability that helps you survive in the long run.
There are WAY better flash games out there with proper roguelike upgrading systems which makes this game obsolete and not
worth the buy. This is still a good effort on the developper's part but it really, really lack some good features found in most
games of this genre.. Barebones shmup, no frills, easy thrills. Very similar to Bit Blaster. Awfully janky controls, on keyboard or
via controller, unfortunately. $3 may be too much if you're familiar with this genre; plenty of deeper shmups out there for better
value. If this is one of your first, however, or if you want to hand the controls off to other people at a house party, yeah, this'll
do nicely.. Roguelike arena shooter whose only upgrades are the 4 ships you can unlock with the currency you are gathering
during gameplay. The good point is that it plays smoothely but without mouse support; this is not a twinstick shooter. Other
upgrades come in randomly as you kill baddies and roids and difficulty ramps up as you go. One of many bosses will come once
you reach a certain mark. well made i'd say. Ony one of the ships you unlock has an ability that helps you survive in the long
run. There are WAY better flash games out there with proper roguelike upgrading systems which makes this game obsolete and
not worth the buy. This is still a good effort on the developper's part but it really, really lack some good features found in most
games of this genre.
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